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Hamilton''s influence still resonates through America. Thanks to Hamilton: An
American Musical, the successful Broadway musical, there has been a renewed
interest in Alexander Hamilton''s life. Learning about the ups and downs of the
relationships in his personal and political life gives a well-rounded picture of the brash,
relentless scholar. Developed by Timothy Rasinski-a leading expert in reading
research-this purposefully leveled text guides students to increased fluency and
comprehension of nonfiction text. The complex text structure adds rigor and allows
students to delve deeply into the subject matter. The images support the text in
abstract ways to challenge students to think more deeply about the topics and
develop their higher-order thinking skills. Informational text features include a table of
contents, sidebars, captions, bold font, an extensive glossary, and a detailed index to
further understanding and build academic vocabulary. The Reader''s Guide and Try It!
culminating activity require students to connect back to the text, and provide
opportunities for additional language-development activities. Aligned with state
standards, this text connects with McREL, WIDA/TESOL standards and prepares
students for college and career.
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